FILTER MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE

The Wojanis Filter Management web based software helps to organize efforts in managing all of the factors involved with keeping clean oil in machinery, whether the machine is at your facility or 2000 miles away. The software tracks fluid cleanliness, changeout history, and stores filter part numbers and quantities needed to help with keeping accurate inventory.

Ordering
Filters are listed by equipment application to ensure accurate filter ordering. This allows the purchaser to easily monitor change-out intervals, develop a regular ordering routine, and maintain appropriate inventory.
- Reduce inventory errors
- Help teach new employees
- Maintain accurate stock

Analyzing
Create reports to help analyze the performance of each filter application, identify issues and places to improve performance.
- Evaluate filter performance
- Early identification of problems
- Evaluate fuel deliveries

Managing
The data collected from this program will provide information to help optimize equipment performance and prevent long term damage.
- Optimize change out intervals
- Prevent long term damage and downtime
- Help with warranty claims
Oil Cleaning/Flushing (Kidney Looping)
Oil Cleaning is a cost-effective alternative to replacing the oil in a system by reducing parts and lubricant expenses, maintenance labor costs, and used lubricant disposal costs. Contamination is cleaned out during the flush to reach a set fluid cleanliness target that will keep machines running at peak performance. Some signs to indicate that a flush is needed would be discolored/scorched oil, excessive bearing and rotor scoring, and catastrophic failures.

Bulk Fuel Filtration
The quality of fuel can have a significant impact on both the long term and short term performance of engines. Fuel cleanliness is becoming increasingly important as new and more sophisticated engines are being produced with higher emission standards than ever before. Wojanis Supply Company provides a series of bulk filtration solutions to clean and protect the fuel on your worksite to help maintain the high standards that your equipment requires.

Technical Support and Purchasing
Part selection is an important step in the maintenance process. However, deciding on the correct filter for an application can be a difficult task with the wide array of products available in today’s market. The experts at Wojanis can help to identify and source the ideal filtration products for your system. Wojanis Supply offers a full line of products for hydraulic fluids, fuel and air filtration.

Oil Analysis
Performing regular oil analyses will help identify issues developing on a work site. Early detection of potential problems can prevent expensive repairs as well as catastrophic failures and downtime. This can also help to extend the life of machines and maintain consistent operating costs.

Wojanis Supply's Oil Analysis Program helps to develop a sample schedule, manage results, and easily identify issues with the fluid on your worksite.